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Bad Education 
Series 3

1. What happened after Martin married Professor Green?

2. Who gets appointed as the new deputy head following Professor Green's departure?

3. What are the first two jobs for the newly appointed deputy head after Mr Fraser badly invested the
school's money in his own clothing range, Dolce and GaBanter?

4. At Abbey Grove's sports day, after rumours of a drug cheat competing. Alfie finds Richard's tablets
and assumes that they are anabolic steroids, believing Richard is the drug cheat, Alfie takes several
of them, only to find out they are what?

5. Martin's attempts to teach Alfie how to drive end in disaster when he runs who over?

6. After being mistaken for a paramedic, what procedure does Alfie end up performing?

7. What type of dancing has Fraser taken up, and he sees the fundraiser as the perfect opportunity to
demonstrate his skills?

8. Who does Alfie end up sexting by mistake believing it to be Miss Gulliver's phone?

9. Why does Fraser send Alfie back to school, ending up being taught by Miss Gulliver and sit the exam
with his own class?

10. At careers advice day, Alfie makes the decision to quit teaching. What is the reason Alfie quits
Abbey Grove?

11. Who is devastated with Alfie's decision to quit teaching?

12. Where does Alfie land himself a new job after he quit teaching?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. She left him and took all his money
2. Martin
3. Increase class sizes and fire a member of staff
4. Viagra
5. Pod, the school caretaker
6. Tracheotomy

7. Pole Dancing
8. Martin
9. Fraser discovers that Alfie never passed his Biology

GCSE
10. Does not want to continue teaching without his

beloved class (Form K)
11. Fraser
12. The PlayStation Factory
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